
DisplayPort 1.4 Cable Vention HCDBH 2m, 8K 60Hz/ 4K 120Hz (b Ref: 6922794762077
DisplayPort 1.4 HD 8K Cable 2m Vention HCDBH (Black)

Vention HCDBH DisplayPort 1.4 HD 8K 2m Cable Black
In the era of technological progress, the right cable can work wonders for your audio-visual experience. We present the Vention HCDBH
cable — a combination of innovation with reliability. It provides excellent image and sound quality, while also offering advanced features
for a wide range of applications. Here's what makes it unique.
 
High Bandwidth for Excellent Image Quality
The Vention HCDBH cable features an impressive 32.4 Gbps of bandwidth, which translates to 8K@60Hz video transmission capability. In
addition, it supports 4K@144Hz, 2K@165Hz and 1080P@240Hz resolutions. This makes it an excellent choice for those who appreciate
crystal-clear images with no lag or distortion. Whether you plan to use it in a professional studio or for a home theater, this cable is sure
to meet your expectations.
 
Versatility in Screen Sharing
One of the main advantages of the HCDBH cable is its support for various screen sharing modes. The user can choose modes such as:
mirror mode, extend mode, or split-screen mode. This allows you to adjust the way content is displayed exactly as you need it — whether
for presentations, gaming, or work.
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Advanced Audio-Visual Support
The Vention HCDBH cable is not only about image quality but also sound. Support for dynamic HDR ensures better color representation
and  deeper  contrasts,  and  32-bit  audio  provides  a  clear  and  detailed  sound.  In  addition,  the  cable  supports  G-sync  &  Free  sync
technologies, making it ideal for gamers who value smooth gameplay.
 
Thoughtful Design
The  cable  is  made  of  durable  PVC  material,  which  ensures  its  durability  for  everyday  use.  The  classic,  black  color  allows  for  discreet
integration  into  any  interior.  A  length  of  2  meters  is  a  compromise  between  functionality  and  user  comfort,  regardless  of  where  you
decide to use it. By choosing the HCDBH model from Vention, you invest in quality and versatility.
 
 
 
Manufacturer
Vention
Model
HCDBH
Length
2 m
Bandwidth
32.4 Gbps
Image
8K@60Hz/4K@120Hz 
Material
PVC
Color
Black

Price:

Before: € 9.8031

Now: € 8.79
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